CONCORD PUBLIC LIBRARY READING LISTS

THE HUNGER GAMES
READ-ALIKES
BLOOD RED ROAD / Moira Young.
FIC YOUNG (YA section)
(Dust Lands Series #1)
Saba has spent her whole life in Silverlake, a dried-up wasteland ravaged by constant sandstorms. The Wrecker
civilization has long been destroyed, leaving only landfills for
Saba and her family to scavenge from. But when four cloaked
horsemen capture her brother, Saba's world is shattered, and
she embarks on a quest to get him back. 2011.

CITY OF BONES / Cassandra Clare.
FIC CLARE (YA section)
(The Mortal Instruments Series #1, more books available)
-Soon to be a major motion picture!
Suddenly able to see demons and the Darkhunters who are
dedicated to returning them to their own dimension, fifteenyear-old Clary Fray is drawn into this bizzare world when her
mother disappears and Clary herself is almost killed by a
monster. 2008.

DELIRIUM / Lauren Oliver.
FIC OLIVER (YA section)
Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated
cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe,
predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five days before her
eighteenth birthday and her treatment, she falls in love. 2011.

DIVERGENT / Veronica Roth.
FIC ROTH (YA section)
(Divergent Series #1, more books available)
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must
choose among five predetermined factions to define her
identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult
when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit
into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not
perfect after all. 2011.

THE ELEVENTH PLAGUE / Jeff Hirsch.
Y HIRSCH
Twenty years after the start of the war that caused the
Collapse, fifteen-year-old Stephen, his father, and
grandfather travel post-Collapse America scavenging, but

when his grandfather dies and his father decides to risk everything to save the lives of two strangers, Stephen's life is turned
upside down. 2011.

ENCLAVE / Ann Aguirre.
Y AGUIRRE
(Razorland Series #1)
In a post-apocalyptic future, fifteen-year-old Deuce, a loyal
Huntress, brings back meat while avoiding the Freaks outside
her enclave, but when she is partnered with the mysterious
outsider, Fade, she begins to see that the strict ways of the
elders may be wrong-- and dangerous. 2011.

ENDER'S GAME / Orson Scott Card.
PBC CARD (Adult Paperback)
(Ender Wiggin Series #1, more books available)
-Soon to be a major motion picture!
Andrew "Ender" Wiggin thinks he is playing computer
simulated war games, but he engaged in something far more
desperate. The result of genetic experimentation, Ender may
be the military genius Earth desperately needs in a war against
an alien enemy seeking to destroy them… 1991.

GRACELING / Kristin Cashore.
FIC CASHORE (YA section)
(Seven Kingdoms Trilogy #1, more books available)
In a world where some people are born with extreme and
often-feared skills called Graces, Katsa struggles for
redemption from her own horrifying Grace, the Grace of killing,
and teams up with another young fighter to save their land
from a corrupt king. 2008.

THE HOUSE OF THE SCORPION / Nancy Farmer.
Y FARMER
In a future where humans despise clones, Matt struggles to
understand his existence as the young clone of El Patrón, the
142-year-old leader of a corrupt drug empire nestled between
Mexico and the United States. Escape may be the only chance
Matt has to survive. But escape from the Alacran Estate is no
guarantee of freedom, because Matt is marked by his
difference in ways he doesn't even suspect. 2002.

I AM NUMBER FOUR / Pittacus Lore.
FIC LORE (YA section)
-Also a major motion picture!
(Lorien Legacies Series #1, more books available)
In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove distracting
to a fifteen-year-old who has hidden on Earth for ten years
waiting to develop the Legacies, or powers, he will need to
rejoin the other six surviving Garde members and fight the
Mogadorians who destroyed their planet, Lorien. 2010.

INCARCERON / Catherine Fisher.
FIC FISHER (YA section)
(Incarceron Series #1, more books available)
In Incarceron, a vast intelligent city-prison sealed off from the
outside world and hidden from everybody except the
Warden, two young people, Cynthia, the Warden's daughter
who is trying to esacape an arranged marriage, and Finn, a
young prisoner who cannot remember his childhood, join
forces to attempt to escape. 2010.

LEGEND / Marie Lu.
Y LU
Raised in an elite military family in a war-torn nation that was
once the Western United States, 15-year-old June embarks on
a revelatory cat-and-mouse manhunt for criminal youth Day,
who is declared a prime suspect in the murder of June's
brother. But in a shocking turn of events, the two uncover the
sinister truth of what has really brought them together. 2011.

MATCHED / Ally Condie.
FIC CONDIE (YA section)
(Matched Trilogy Series #1, more books available)
All her life, Cassia has never had a choice. The Society dictates
everything: when and how to play, where to work, where to
live, what to eat and wear, when to die, and most importantly
to Cassia as she turns 17, who to marry. When she is Matched
with her best friend Xander, things couldn't be more perfect.
But why did her neighbor Ky's face show up on her match disk
as well? 2010.

THE MAZE RUNNER / James Dashner.
Y DASHNER
(Maze Runner series #1, more books available)
Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the
middle of a maze and realizes he must work with the
community in which he finds himself if he is to escape. 2009.

PATHFINDER / Orson Scott Card.
Y CARD & FIC CARD (YA section)
Thirteen-year-old Rigg has a secret ability to see the paths of
others' pasts, but revelations after his father's death set him

on a dangerous quest that brings new threats from those who
would either control his destiny or kill him. 2010.

THE SCORPIO RACES / Maggie Stiefvater.
FIC STIEFVAT (YA section)
The Scorpio Races. Riders attempt to keep hold of their water
horses long enough to make it to the finish line. Some riders
live. Others die. Sean Kendrick is the returning champion. He is
a young man of few words, and he keeps his fears buried deep.
Puck Connolly, the first girl to ever race, is different. She never
meant to ride in the Scorpio Races. 2011.

SHIP BREAKER / by Paolo Bacigalupi.
FIC BACIGALU (YA section)
In a futuristic world, teenaged Nailer scavenges copper wiring
from grounded oil tankers for a living, but when he finds a
beached clipper ship with a girl in the wreckage, he has to
decide if he should strip the ship for its wealth or rescue the
girl. 2010.

THE THIEF / by Megan Whalen Turner.
Y PBC TURNER
(The Queen’s Thief series, #1)
The king of Sounis orders young thief Gen to carry out a nearimpossible heist, under threat of death. Gen flaunts his
ingenuity and relishes the adventure…which takes him to a
remote temple of the gods where he will attempt to steal a
precious stone. 2006.

WITCH & WIZARD / James Patterson &
Gabrielle Charbonnet.
FIC PATTERSO (YA section)
(Witch and Wizard Series #1, more books available)
The world is changing: the government has seized control of
every aspect of society, and now, kids are disappearing. For 15year-old Wisty and her older brother Whit, life turns upside
down when they are torn from their parents one night and
slammed into a secret prison for no reason they can
comprehend. But while trapped, Wisty and Whit discover they
have incredible powers they'd never dreamed of. 2009.

WITHER / Lauren DeStefano.
FIC DESTEFAN (YA section)
(Chemical Garden Series #1, more books available)
After modern science turns every human into a genetic time
bomb with men dying at age twenty-five and women dying at
age twenty, girls are kidnapped and married off in order to
repopulate the world. When Rhine is sold as a bride, she vows
to do all she can to escape and find her brother. 2011.

